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ABSTRACT. We introduce a plasmonic-semiconductor hybrid nanosystem, consisting of a ZnO 

nanowire coupled to a gold pentamer oligomer by crossing the hot-spot. It is demonstrated that 

the hybrid system exhibits a second harmonic (SH) conversion efficiency of ~3x10-5%, which is 

among the highest values for a nanoscale object at optical frequencies reported so far. The SH 

intensity was found to be 1700 times larger than that from the same nanowire excited outside 

the hot-spot. Placing high nonlinear susceptibility materials precisely in plasmonic confined-field 

regions to enhance SH generation, opens new perspectives for highly efficient light frequency 

up-conversion on the nanoscale. 

KEYWORDS. Plasmonic nano-oligomer, ZnO nanowire, field enhancement, photonic-

plasmonic coupling, second harmonic generation (SHG).  

 

The fabrication of devices having high optical frequency up-conversion efficiencies in nanoscale 

volumes is very desirable for a large number of applications, ranging from the development of 

optoelectronic hybrid systems [1], to (bio)imaging [2, 3] and sensing [4, 5], amongst others. 

Since nonlinear processes based on photon–photon interactions are essentially weak and, in 

addition to that, phase matching is not possible at subwavelength scales, many strategies have 

been tested in order to enhance the generation of harmonics [6, 7]. Ideally, any approach adopted 

to address this problem should consider the choice of materials with large nonlinear 

susceptibilities as well as producing high and confined incident fields. In this context, metallic 

plasmonic nanostructures are key elements for focusing free-space light into nanometer-scale 
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volumes [8, 9]. However, the coupling of efficient materials for second harmonic generation 

(SHG) with high-field regions generated by plasmonic nanoantennas, still remains challenging.  

In the dipolar approximation, SHG coming from the bulk is forbidden in centrosymmetric 

materials; therefore SHG is dominated by quadrupolar bulk terms and surface contributions 

(which vanish for spherical shape [10]). However, the presence of inhomogeneities in the fields 

and/or in the materials at the nanoscale may induce a high second order nonlinear response, even 

in the case of centrosymmetric structures and spherical shapes [10-12]. A system consisting of 

nanostructured metals excited at the plasmon resonances is a highly inhomogeneous one with 

enhanced fields concentrated in very small volumes. For these reasons, these kinds of plasmonic 

nanoantennas have been used themselves as harmonic generators with significant efficiencies [6, 

7, 13-19]. Different designs have produced SH conversion efficiencies as high as 10-7-10-6 % 

[13-15]. Interesting reported alternatives consist in combining nonlinear thin films with arrays of 

plasmonic nanostructures [20-22] or covering a nonlinear nanomaterial with a plasmonic shell 

[23]. With these approaches, SHG intensity enhancements of up to 1600 times [21] were 

achieved with respect to the bare nonlinear material. Regarding the SH conversion efficiency, 

similar values to those for bare metallic nanoantennas (without intrinsic nonlinear surrounding) 

have been found [20], but for lower excitation power.  

In a more complex approach, SH could be generated by placing a suitable nonlinear 

nanomaterial precisely where the field is enhanced (i.e. in the gaps of a metallic nanoantenna), 

which is much more challenging technologically [24]. Strategies like this have been used to 

enhance the photoluminescence (PL) from a quantum dot [25], accelerate the emission from a 

dye molecule [26], control the resonance wavelength of a nanoantenna [27], subwavelength 

plasmonic mapping [28, 29], and produce enhanced third harmonic emission from an ITO 
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nanoparticle coupled to a nanoantenna [30, 31]. However, so far, this approach has not yet been 

applied to efficiently generate SH light. 

In this Letter, we introduce a new hybrid system consisting of a single ZnO nanowire (NW), 

which is a non-centrosymmetric material with high nonlinear susceptibility, coupled to a 

plasmonic Au pentamer acting as the nanoantenna. We demonstrate that a NW conveniently 

located at the plasmonic hot-spot allows obtaining a SH conversion efficiency of ~3x10-5%. The 

SH enhancement factor reaches values of up to 1700 and varies with the wavelength of the 

fundamental beam so as to follow the spectral profile of the SH generated by the pure 

nanoantenna.  

For the development of hybrid nanostructures, we first fabricated arrays of Au pentamers by 

electron beam lithography on a fused silica substrate, as shown in the scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) image of Figure 1(a) (see SI section 1 for fabrication details).  Dimensions 

and gap size of Au pentamers were designed to achieve a plasmonic resonance at 780 nm, as 

shown (red dashed curve) in Figure 1(b). Simulations were obtained by a three-dimensional 

finite-difference time domain technique (FDTD) using the commercial software FDTD Solution 

v8.6 (Lumerical). As it can be seen, the experimental extinction spectrum for the pentamer array 

(black solid line in Figure 1(b)) is in good agreement with theory (see SI section 4 for more 

information about optical measurements). The capability of these plasmonic oligomers to 

generate hot-spots by focusing light into nanoscale gaps [32-34] is shown in Figure 1(c). This 

image exhibits the simulated near-field intensity (|E(x,y)2|/|E0
2|) distribution for circularly 

polarized incident light at resonance ( = 780 nm) showing four regions with very high power 

density. The horizontal component of the excitation field is responsible for the lateral bright 

spots (left and right), while the pentamer interaction with the vertical component produces the 
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other two (top and bottom) [35]. Enhancement factors of the field intensity of up to 100 are 

calculated inside the 20 nm size gap regions between Au disks. Therefore, the use of circularly 

polarized incident light to resonantly excite a pentamer, leads to four suitable locations where 

ZnO NWs can be placed.  

 

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of the pentamer array. Inset shows a magnified view of a single 

pentamer. Scale bar, 100 nm. (b) Experimental and simulated extinction spectrum of the 

pentamers in the near-infrared region. (c) Calculated near-field intensity distribution in the 

pentamer at  = 780 nm for circularly polarized incident light. (d) SEM image of the as-grown 

ZnO NWs. The inset shows a magnified view of the main Figure. (e) PL spectrum from the 

NWs. The peak at 378 nm corresponds to ZnO excitonic emission. 

Fabrication of ZnO NWs was performed via vapor transport and deposition (VTD) [36] over 

commercial carbon fiber fabric (see SI section 2 for details). Figure 1(d) shows a SEM image of 

a portion of carbon fiber fully covered with ZnO NWs. Dimensions of the obtained NWs are 1-2 

m length with a 30 nm diameter. The PL spectrum from the sample is shown at Figure 1(e). 
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Typical ZnO excitonic band-gap emission centered at 378 nm is observed. We aim to combine 

these ZnO nanostructures with the nanoantennas at the individual level. Since NWs are 

micrometric in length, this would allow optical characterization of the NW in and outside hot-

spot regions. The NW lengths serve as a probe for evaluating the field intensity enhancement. 

In order to obtain physical insight into SHG from the hybrid system, it is complementary to gain 

understating about SH emission of the distinct components, which will serve as a reference 

characterization. SH measurements were performed in a home-made confocal microscope, which 

is schematized in Figure 2(a), fed with a Ti:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) pulsed laser of 50 fs pulse width 

and 90 MHz repetition rate. The Ti:Sa laser wavelength (exc.) was tuned from 780 nm to 810 

nm, so that twice the energy of the pumping photon (390 nm to 405 nm) is always below the 

ZnO band-gap (see Figure 1(e)), where the SHG is the main light emission process against the 

two photon photoluminescence (TPPL) [36-38]. Note that the mentioned exc. range includes the 

plasmonic resonance wavelength of the pentamers (780 nm). To study ZnO NWs individually, 

they were transferred from the carbon fibers to a clean substrate by a dry printing process, which 

consisted of gently pressing the samples against each other. The receiving substrate results 

covered with NWs that lie parallel to the substrate surface plane but randomly oriented within 

that plane. As ZnO is a birefringent material, the intensity of the generated SH for a NW will 

depend on the input polarization. In the case of linearly s or p polarized light, their corresponding 

SH relative intensities will be determined by the adequate relation between d333 and d311 

elements of the second-order nonlinear optical tensor of ZnO, where the index 3 labels the c-

axis, which is in the direction of the NW main axis [39]. In order to avoid differences in the SH 

emission intensities due to polarization effects, the laser polarization was set to be circular. 
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Hence, any detected variations in SH intensity emission between different isolated ZnO NWs 

should be associated with differences between NW volumes.    

 

Figure 2. (a) Simplified schematic of the home-made confocal microscope employed for the 

SHG intensity measurements. SHG and SEM (inset) images of a single ZnO NW (b) and 

pentamer (c). exc. = 785 nm. (d) SHG intensity as a function of the incident peak power for a 

ZnO NW. Red line is a fit with a second-order power function. The inset shows the SHG 

spectrum of a single NW at exc. = 785 nm. (e) SHG intensity of non-interacting pentamer and 

NW for different excitation wavelengths. The data are normalized by the volume of the 

nanostructures. 

SH images of the nanostructures were produced using an integration time per scanning pixel of 

1-10 ms, while for measurements at fixed positions it was increased up to 500 ms. Figures 2 (b) 

and (c) show SH images for exc. = 785 nm of a single ZnO NW and Au pentamer, respectively 
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(corresponding SEM images in insets). The excitation spot was about 700 nm diameter over the 

sample (full width at half maximum), while the lateral resolution achieved at the SH wavelength 

was around 450 nm. Figure 2(d) shows the dependence of the SHG intensity on the incident peak 

power, which is found to be quadratic as shown by the fit. The inset in that figure exhibits the 

SHG spectrum from a single NW, showing a Gaussian peak centered at exc./2 with 2 nm half 

width at half maximum. The dependence of the SHG intensity (ISHG) on the excitation 

wavelength for both nanostructures can be appreciated in Figure 2(e). These results are averages 

from several individual measurements on similar nanostructures. To enable comparison between 

the two, the ISHG data in Figure 2(e) were normalized by the corresponding excited volume 

(which is about 7 times larger for the nanoantenna than for the NW). The excitation average 

power density was set to 2x105 W/cm2 with a corresponding peak intensity of 6x1010 W/cm2. 

While for the NW ISHG varies no more than a 20% within the studied wavelength range, for the 

pentamer it decreases monotonically from 780 nm to 810 nm, as it is detuned from the plasmonic 

resonance. A Lorentzian function centered at 780 nm was used to fit the data from the 

nanoantenna. A similar resonant-like behavior has been recently described for third harmonic 

generation in Au nanoparticles dimmers [31]. 

After characterizing the SHG from isolated NW and pentamers, we now turn our attention to the 

hybrid system. Sample preparation involved transferring ZnO NWs to the nanoantenna substrate, 

and NWs crossing plasmonic gap regions were studied. We note that the pentamer structure 

chosen quadruples the number of hot-spots with respect to typical dimer-like configuration, 

substantially increasing the probability of turning bare nanoantennas into coupled nanosystems 

after the NWs transfer process (see SI section 3 for more discussion and details). Figure 3(a) 

shows a SEM image of a 3x3 pentamer array with ZnO NWs. The 9 pentamers will be called as 
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their corresponding (i,j) coordinates in the array, with i,j =1, 2, 3 running from left to right and 

from bottom to top, respectively. As it can be seen from the image, for the (2,2) nanoantenna 

positioned in the middle, a ZnO NW lies across its gap on the right side. Since the diameter of 

this NW is 35 nm (which is larger than the 20 nm gap size), it is expected to be on top of the 

pentamer. When the Ti:Sa laser is tuned to the plasmonic resonance (780 nm), the SH emission 

coming from the NW at the gap region is found to be significantly larger than that from the NW 

outside the gap. This can be appreciated in the SH image in Figure 3(b), recorded at the same 

zone as in Figure 3(a). The SHG intensity from the middle region of the NW is negligible 

compared to that from its top part. Additionally, emission coming from the bare nanoantennas is 

about one order of magnitude lower than that from the hybrid nanostructure (see SI section 5 for 

the data). It is worth mentioning that the bottom part of the NW is very close to the (2,1) 

pentamer. The same occurs for the other NW located at the bottom in Figure 3(a). However, 

since none of these NWs are exactly in gap regions of the (2,1) nanoantenna, no enhancement 

effect is noticed. When the excitation is detuned from the resonance to 805 nm (Figure 3(c)), SH 

emission from the hybrid nanostructure lowers about a factor of 5, while the middle part of the 

main NW as well as the NW at the bottom appear faintly in the image. In order to further 

demonstrate the role of the hot-spot in the enhancement of the SHG for our hybrid system, we 

present some off-resonance measurements in the SI (section 6) showing weak emission. 

Figure 3(d) shows the SHG intensity from the main NW measured at the (2,2) nanoantenna 

region and over the NW middle part as a function of exc.. ISHG differs by a factor of up to 40 

between both curves. However, this factor should be corrected by the area of the NW that is 

excited in each case, which is very different. The excited area of the NW when the laser is 

focused onto the nanoantenna is much smaller than when the excitation is performed over the 
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bare NW, since for the first case the light is confined at the gap zone. The enhancement factor of 

the SHG intensity for the ZnO NW (fSHG-NW) is defined as the ratio between the upper and lower 

curves from Figure 3(d) (subtracting first the small contribution of the bare nanoantenna from the 

upper curve), after normalizing each data set by the corresponding excitation surface area. Figure 

3(e) shows the dependence of fSHG-NW on exc (black squares), which reaches a value of 1700 for 

780 nm. The red triangles in Figure 3(e) are the data corresponding to the pentamer alone in 

Figure 2(f) multiplied by a constant. Very good agreement between both curves is obtained. This 

can be interpreted as that the SH emission from the bare nanoantenna measures the profile of the 

square of the intensity enhancement at the gap regions. Thus the NW serves as an efficient probe 

of the hot-spot intensity enhancement. Moreover, it has been reported that the extinction 

spectrum of a nanoantenna changes when other material is approached, and as a consequence a 

wavelength shift in the resonance can be found [27, 30, 31]. However, for a ZnO NW placed on 

top of the pentamer, no significant shift is expected for the Au oligomer plasmonic resonance 

(see inset of Figure 3(e)).  

We have performed numerical simulations to study the field enhancement probed by the NW at 

the nanoantenna when it is excited at resonance. For this analysis, a hexagonal transverse section 

was assumed for the NW [36, 37]. Different orientations of the hexagonal face over the pentamer 

gap as well as different shapes (i.e. cylindrical) for the NW produced similar results. Regarding 

the SH generated by the NW at the gap, we note that the nanoantenna should not affect 

significantly the angular distribution of the emission, since near 400 nm, though it exhibits 

some absorption, the extinction cross section of the pentamer is minimum. 
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Figure 3. (a) SEM image of a 3x3 array of nanoantennas with ZnO NWs. The pentamer in the 

middle of the picture is traversed by a NW at its gap on the right. Scale bar, 500 nm. (b) and (c) 

are SHG images of the region shown in (a) excited at exc. = 780 nm and exc. = 805 nm 

respectively. (d) SHG intensity of the hybrid nanostructure excited at the nanoantenna and below 

it over the NW. (e) Black squares: enhancement factor of the SHG intensity for the ZnO NW 

(fSHG-NW) for different excitation wavelengths. The profile of fSHG-NW is comparable to that of the 

SHG intensity of an individual pentamer (𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐺−𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑡). The inset shows the simulated extinction 

spectra of the pentamer with and without the NW. (f) Calculated near-field intensity distribution 

in the hybrid nanostructure at the nanoantenna top for circularly polarized incident light at 

resonance. The sketch at the bottom left is a schematic cross section view of the NW at the gap 

zone. (g) Field intensity along the z axis for the gap on the right in (f) for the gap center and the 

gap’s right edge. z = 0 corresponds to the half-height of the pentamer. 

Figure 3(f) shows the simulated near-field intensity distribution for the hybrid system at the top 

of the nanoantenna. Significant intensity enhancement of 100 (500) is found at the center 

(lateral edges) of the gap region crossed by the NW. These values would signify a SH increase 

on the order of 104-105. However, not all the NW in depth is excited at such high intensities in 

that zone. Figure 3(g) exhibits the field intensity along the z axis (perpendicular to the sample 

surface) at the center of the gap and also at one of its lateral edges. It is observed that only a 
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minor amount of the NW senses an enhanced electric field at the gap region. This reduces the 

mentioned factor for the SH emission intensification to 103-104, which is comparable to the 

experimental effective value of SHG enhancement found at the plasmonic resonance (fSHG-NW 

1700). We note, that if we had made the gap wider so the NW could fit within (in width and 

height), the volume of excited material would have been maximum, but the excitation field 

enhancement would have been much lower. Our calculations predict that (|E(x,y)2|/|E0
2|)2 at the 

hot-spot would drop by a factor of 10 for a 40 nm gap, resulting in a similar SH enhancement 

with respect to the bare NW. On the other hand, if we consider a NW narrow enough to fit within 

the 20 nm gap (as a 15 nm diameter NW), simulations of the field distribution give similar 

enhancement values as those in figure 3(f), but show no increase in the amount of excited 

semiconductor material. Therefore, this would not improve the SHG efficiency. 

It must be mentioned, that since d311 is reported to be a few times smaller than d333 for ZnO 

nanostructures [40, 41], the measured value of fSHG-NW(exc.) constitutes a lower bound. The 

component of the excitation field that is focused onto the NW at the pentamer gap is the 

horizontal one. On the other hand, the main contribution to the SH emission from the middle part 

of the NW is produced by the vertical component of the excitation field, since the c-axis of the 

ZnO NW is almost parallel to this direction. In view of this, we should consider whether a NW 

crossing the same gap but oriented perpendicularly, would lead to the highest SH emission. 

However, the comparison is not trivial, since for the last case no portion of the NW would 

penetrate the gap (independently of the NW diameter), so the volume of excited material would 

become reduced. In addition, the larger area of contact between Au and ZnO that would arise, 

could increase optical damping (caused by absorption of the nanoantenna at the SH wavelength) 
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and raise the temperature of the semiconductor (due to ohmic losses in the metal), deteriorating 

the performance of the plasmonic-photonic nanosystem. 

Finally, we measured the SHG efficiency of the hybrid nanostructure, obtaining a very high 

value of 3x10-5%, calculated normalizing the emission by the geometric cross section of the 

nanoantenna. We note that, potentially, with the four gaps of a pentamer crossed by NWs, this 

efficiency value could be increased to 1x10-4%.  

In summary, we have introduced a new route to generate efficiently second harmonic light at the 

nanoscale, by placing a ZnO NW in the hot spot of a plasmonic oligomer. Direct observation of 

the SH light coming out of such a hybrid sample using a confocal microscope, allowed us to 

carefully quantify the SH efficiency and field enhancement. To the best of our knowledge, the 

3x10-5% of SHG efficiency is among the highest values reported so far at the nanoscale for 

optical frequencies.  
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